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MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN

A s we embark on the new year, 2012 marks the tenth anniversary of the 
founding of CKGSB as China’s first independent, faculty-governed, not-
for-profit business school. In just a decade, we have established MBA, 

finance MBA and executive MBA degree programs; opened two new campuses 
in Shanghai and Shenzhen; built a global network of partnerships with leading 
educational institutions; and launched overseas branches in Hong Kong, 
London and New York.

As we grow, we remain steadfastly committed to CKGSB’s core values 
of innovation, responsibility and passion – values that have defined us as a 
pioneer in management education.

Our innovative education model sets us apart as the first business school 
to integrate humanistic inquiry into the core of management education 
courses. This year, we became the first truly global Chinese business school 
with the launch of our London office. Our international knowledge platforms 
share insight and experience to bridge the knowledge gaps between East and 
West. By setting an example of innovation, we foster in our students a desire to 
become pioneers in their own fields.

Our core value of responsibility means that we take a fundamentally 
different view of the role that companies play in society. Beyond acting as a 
leader in charitable giving and community outreach within China, we go a step 
further by integrating a community service requirement into our programs. 
Furthermore, our humanistic focus shifts from the conventional emphasis on 
wealth-creation and the “how” of doing business to foster in our students an 
understanding of “why” we do business in the first place.   

We are passionate about leveraging our deep well of insight to foster 
entrepreneurs and develop an alumni network that can navigate the shifting 
global economic landscape and drive the next wave of sustainable growth. Our 
5,000 alumni boast some of the most powerful leaders from China’s private 
sector, state-owned enterprises and government bodies.

At CKGSB, our faculty, students and alumni engage with the critical 
questions facing society today. Our values mean that we support, challenge 
and inspire each other to become pioneers in all our endeavors. CKGSB is 
committed with passion and persistence to fostering the next generation of 
socially responsible global business leaders.  

I invite you to join us in the next decade as we lead with innovation, 
responsibility and passion. I look forward to sharing with you the exciting 
growth that lies ahead in the year of the dragon.

Leading With Innovation, 
Responsibility and Passion

Commitment to core 
values defines us 
as a new generation 
business school

Chinese Real Estate 
Comes Back Down to Earth
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Where local governments have failed, Beijing is stepping in 
to cultivate a sustainable housing market.  
By Julian Evans-Pritchard 
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Exposures in Local Government 
Financing Platforms
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Grand Plans for Social Housing 
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Falling land prices are squeezing the revenues of local governments, just as pressures are increasing for them to shore 
up funding for an expansive public housing policy in China’s 12th Five Year Plan. In anticipation of these new stresses 
on the system, Beijing is working to engineer a soft landing.

Xiang Bing
Founding Dean, CKGSB
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.-896+"#*0/#6-9;38<#9.9/+?-8+4#;9298+(#=,-#
Y08<#h08<#X08-+9/"#B5+,0/3+"#2693?4#+,9+#
38#J,389A4#294-7#Q+,-#3?.92+#08#+,-#./32-U+0U
/-8+#?56+3.6-#0*#9#&#.-/2-8+#./0.-/+"#+9L#34#
-K596#+0#+,9+#0*#9#&#.-/2-8+#382/-94-#38#+,-#
/-96#38+-/-4+#/9+-(V##f3+,05+#:3C-/#2/-C3+#
+3<,+-838<#0/#/-4+/32+3084#08#?0/+<9<-4#98C#
.5/2,94-47#9#./0.-/+"#+9L#:056C#-**-2+3;-6"#
2,98<-#+,-#?9/>-+A4#382-8+3;-#4+/52+5/-#
+0#C34205/9<-#Q4.-2569+0/4V#:,36-#,-6.38<#
23+3G-84#:,0#6-<3+3?9+-6"#8--C#+0#-8+-/#+,-#
,05438<#?9/>-+(

`8-#/-9408#+,-#2-8+/96#<0;-/8?-8+#
,94#40#*9/#*9;0/-C#.5/2,94-#98C#?0/+<9<-#
/-4+/32+3084#34#+,9+#?04+#?58323.96#
<0;-/8?-8+4#692>#+,-#20?./-,-843;-#
./0.-/+"#/-20/C4#+,9+#:056C#9660:#+,-?#
+0#-**-2+3;-6"#-8*0/2-#9#./0.-/+"#+9L(#
S94+#`2+0!-/7#Y05438<#98C#Z/!98U[5/96#
W-;-60.?-8+#X3834+-/#D398<#f-3L38#
/-;-96-C#+,9+#9#,05438<#38*0/?9+308#
4"4+-?#,94#!--8#38#+,-#:0/>4#*0/#+,-#.94+#
+:0#"-9/4(#Q`82-#+,-#.69+*0/?#34#!536+7#+,-#
,054-#.5/2,94-#/-4+/32+308#?-+,0C#:366#!-#
C/0..-C7V#,-#493C(

@0/#80:7#E-3138<#,94#43<896-C#+,9+#3+#
:366#208+385-#+0#+3<,+6"#208+/06#+,-#,05438<#
?9/>-+#58+36#4023966"#922-.+9!6-#./32-4#
-?-/<-(#J00638<#+,-#./0.-/+"#!00?#:366#
80+#!-#.9386-447#94#3+#,94#96/-9C"#</0:8#+0#
-L+/-?-4#38#/-2-8+#"-9/4(#i-+#+,-#?-945/-4#
!-38<#38+/0C52-C#9/-#96/-9C"#4+9/+38<#+0#
/-!96982-#+,-#38C54+/"7#26-9/38<#+,-#:9"#
*0/#9#!-++-/#,05438<#.0632"#98C#9#?0/-#
454+9389!6-#?9/>-+#38#+,-#608<#/58(## ###

!"#$%#&'(%)*+,%'#-*'%.#+,/&0,&$1%.*2&,3%*%12.&242-*&$%
5#/$2#&%#4%$),2/%2&-#0,%32/,-$'(%4/#0%'*&3%1*',16%78$%$),(%
)*+,%*'1#%7,,&%*7',%$#%81,%'*&3%*1%-#''*$,/*'%4#/%7*&9%
42&*&-2&.6:%1*23%;<=>?%@/#4,11#/%#4%A-#&#02-1%B2%C,2D

Getting Real About 
Private Equity in China

C9.3+96#/93438<#*0/#J,389U*0254-C#
./3;9+-#-K53+"#*58C4#34#!00?38<(#)8#
J,3897#,0:-;-/7#?-/-6"#:/3+38<#9#

2,-2>#?3<,+#80+#!-#-805<,#*0/#/-963G38<#
/-+5/84(

B220/C38<#+0#+,-#d?-/<38<#X9/>-+4#
e/3;9+-#dK53+"#B440239+308#HdXedBI7#./3;9+-#
-K53+"#*58C4#38#J,389#/934-C#j&$(\#!366308#38#
+,-#*3/4+#+,/--#K59/+-/4#0*#$%&&7#9#?9/>-C#
382/-94-#*/0?#+,-#jM('#!366308#<-8-/9+-C#38#
966#0*#$%&%(#)8;-4+0/4#9/-#+5/838<#+0#J,389#
!-2954-#+,-"#-L.-2+#4+/08<#208+385-C#
</0:+,7#98C#!-2954-#+,-"#9/-#4,"38<#9:9"#
*/0?#+5/?036#38#f-4+-/8#?9/>-+4(#

=,-"#9/-#9640#+98+963G-C#!"#./-;3054#

Private equity is still one of the brightest spots in China’s 
financial landscape, but future success will require a 
rethinking of strategy and exit. By John Kuo

./3;9+-#-K53+"#4522-44-4#38#J,389(#@0/#
-L9?.6-7#38#$%%'7#a06C?98#^92,4#98C#
X0/<98#^+986-"#406C#+,-3/#\(\#.-/2-8+#
4+9>-#38#e38<#B8#)845/982-#*0/#j&#!366308#
9*+-/#98#383+396#38;-4+?-8+#0*#jM%#?366308(#
J,-58<#h08<#a/9C59+-#^2,006#0*#E5438-44#
HJha^EI#B440239+-#W-98#98C#e/0*-440/#0*#
B22058+38<#98C#@38982-#S35#D38<#!-63-;-4#
+,9+#38#+,-#*5+5/-7#./3;9+-#-K53+"#*3/?4#
29880+#-L.-2+#452,#,3<,#/9+-4#0*#/-+5/8(#

Q^0?-#./3;9+-#-K53+"#*3/?4#?9C-#9#60+#
0*#?08-"#38#+,-#.94+7V#,-#49"4(#Q=,-"#,9C#
/-+5/84#0*#*3;-#0/#-;-8#4-;-8#+3?-4#+,-3/#
38;-4+?-8+4(#E5+#+,9+A4#80+#80/?96(#)8#+,-#
*5+5/-#:-#298#-L.-2+#+0#4--#?52,#?0/-#

/-94089!6-#/-+5/84(V
X98"#9896"4+4#/-.0/+#+,9+#J,38-4-#

./3;9+-#-K53+"#*3/?4#,9;-#6-44#4+/38<-8+#C5-#
C363<-82-#./02-44-47#20?.9/-C#+0#+,04-#38#
+,-#f-4+c98C#+,9+#+,34#34#9#<00C#+,38<(#
B220/C38<#+0#[0!-/+#e9/+/3C<-7#a/-9+-/#
J,389#e/3;9+-#dK53+"#98C#=/98492+308#
BC;340/"#^-/;32-4#S-9C-/#9+#d/84+#98C#
i058<7#,9;38<#6-44#+,0/05<,#C5-#C363<-82-#
34#92+5966"#9#20?.9/9+3;-#9C;98+9<-#*0/#
J,38-4-#*3/?47#-4.-23966"#94#+,-"#*92-#
382/-9438<#20?.-+3+308#38#+,-#./3;9+-#-K53+"#
?9/>-+(#`*+-8+3?-47#38+-/89+30896#*3/?4#
?54+#9;03C#.0+-8+3966"#652/9+3;-#208+/92+4#
!-2954-#+,-"#29880+#0!+938#+,-#9../0;96#
0*#+,-3/#38;-4+?-8+#20??3++--47#:,0#,9;-#
,3<,-/#+,/-4,06C4#*0/#922-.+38<#C-964(

Q=,-#/-<30896#*58C4#9/-#?0/-#
2082-/8-C#:3+,#+,-3/#60296#!/98C7V#e9/+/3C<-#
49"4(#Q=,-"#C08A+#,9;-#9#<60!96#!/98C(#)*#
40?-+,38<#<0-4#!9C7#+,-#<60!96#!/98C#34#
?0/-#:0//3-C#9!05+#:,9+#+,-3/#38;-4+0/4#
+,38>#!-2954-#+,-3/#38;-4+0/4#9/-#!98>38<#
+,-?#08#C-964#38#+,-#Z83+-C#^+9+-47#S08C08#
98C#J,389(#@0/#60296#*58C47#3*#40?-+,38<#
<0-4#!9C7#+,-/-A4#9#+-8C-82"#+0#49"7#kY-"7#
3+A4#J,3897#+,-/-A4#<038<#+0#!-#9#!692>#-"-#
-;-/"#80:#98C#+,-8(AV

)8#J,3897#./3;9+-#-K53+"#*3/?4#+".32966"#
-L3+#C-964#!"#<53C38<#20?.983-4#+0#383+396#
.5!632#0**-/38<4(#[-2-8+#./3;9+-#-K53+"U
!92>-C#J,38-4-#)e`47#,0:-;-/7#,9;-#!--8#
692>654+-/(#f,36-#+,-#9;-/9<-#J,38-4-U
!94-C#20?.98"#634+-C#38#+,-#*3/4+#K59/+-/#0*#
$%&&#<938-C#&&(N#.-/2-8+#38#3+4#*3/4+#C9"#0*#
+/9C38<7#!"#+,-#-8C#0*#+,-#4-208C#K59/+-/7#
+,-#9;-/9<-#C-96#,9C#463..-C#&$(g#.-/2-8+#
!-60:#3+4#383+396#0**-/38<#./32-(#)e`4#:366#4+366#
!-#+,-#./-*-//-C#?-+,0C#0*#-L3+#*0/#./3;9+-#
-K53+"#*3/?47#Y9/;9/C#Z83;-/43+"#e/0*-440/#
0*#@38982-#S3#D38#49"47#!5+#+,-"#:366#!-#
,9/C-/#+0#92,3-;-#38#+,-#*5+5/-(#

Q=,-#40U2966-C#k,960U-**-2+A#0*#634+38<#
"05/#20?.98"#38#98#0;-/4-94#-L2,98<-#
,94#C3?3834,-C#K53+-#9#!3+7V#49"4#D387#:,0#
/-4-9/2,-4#-?-/<38<#*38982396#?9/>-+4(#
Q=,-/-#34#80+#<-8-/966"#9#60+#0*#38;-4+0/#
-8+,54394?#*0/#+,-4-#20?.983-4#+,9+#9/-#
634+-C#0;-/4-94#!-2954-#?04+#38;-4+0/4#
C08A+#/-966"#>80:#:,9+A4#<038<#08#40#*9/#
9:9"#*/0?#+,-3/#?9/>-+#98C#94#9#/-456+7#
+,-#+/9C38<#./32-#0*#9#60+#0*#+,-4-#*3/?4#
634+-C#9!/09C#34#80+#40#</-9+(#^0?-#9/-#-;-8#
C-634+38<#*/0?#+,-#38+-/89+30896#?9/>-+#
98C#?0;38<#!92>#0/#208+-?.69+38<#?0;38<#
!92>#+0#C0?-4+32#?9/>-+4(V

f,36-#?98"#20?.98"#*058C-/4#+5/8#+0#
*0/-3<8#./3;9+-#-K53+"#*3/?4#!-2954-#+,-"#
93?#+0#634+#+,-3/#20?.983-4#9!/09C7#0+,-/4#

Investors are tantalized by previous private equity successes in China, such as Goldman 
Sachs and Morgan Stanley’s 2005 sale of their 9.9 percent stake in Ping An Insurance in 2005, 
following a $70 million investment. 
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Business Bias Blues
Why do so many deals between Western companies and 
Chinese state-owned enterprises fail? By Alex Storrie
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Fits and Starts

Since 2006, a number of high-profile 
cross-national acquisitions have failed 
due to monopoly regulations, national 
security concerns, and no small amount 
of nationalist pride. 

20
05 Bidder: Carlyle Group 

Target: Xugong Group Construction 
Machinery 
Reason for Failure: Economic 
security concerns

Bidder: CNOOC 
Target: Unocal
Reason for Failure: Political 
opposition

20
08 Bidder: China Development Bank

Target: Germany’s Dresdner Bank
Reason for failure: Political 
opposition

Bidder: Coca-Cola 
Target: Huiyuan 
Reason for Failure: Competition 
concerns

20
09 Bidder: Sichuan Tengzhong Heavy 

Industrial Machinery 
Target: GM’s Hummer
Reason for Failure: Financial 
viability, environmental concerns

20
10 Bidder: Huawei, ZTE

Target: Sprint 
Reason for Failure: National 
security concerns
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It's About More Than Just The Money

Before it goes public, 
Jingdong Mall must address 
bottlenecks in its profit 
model and logistics.  
By Teng Bingsheng
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5 Questions For Cho Dong-Sung

CKGSB sat down with 
Professor Cho Dong-Sung 
for his take on the origins of 
Korean creativity, and how 
he thinks management can 
incorporate design theory 
and art.
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Innovation 
With Chinese 
Characteristics

How the world’s manufacturing 
hub can become its idea factory.
by Christopher Beam

A round the world, the October death of Apple co-founder 
Steve Jobs was a collective moment of mourning, 
admiration, and reflection. In China, another element 

was added to the mix: self-flagellation. Why, lamented many 
commentators, has China failed to produce its own Steve 
Jobs?

Former Google China chief Kai-Fu Lee, writing on Sina 
Weibo, blamed an educational system that prioritizes rote 
memorization over creative thinking. Investment strategist 
Qiu Lin argued in Caixin that government support of state-
owned enterprises over private businesses discourages 
innovation. Independent scholar Wu Jiaxiang put the blame 
squarely on China’s political system. “If Apple is a fruit on a 
tree,” he wrote on his microblog account, “its branches are 
the freedom to think and create, and its root is constitutional 
democracy.” 

The reaction to Jobs’ death underscores an aspect of 
China’s rapid economic growth that sometimes gets lost in all 
the hype about dragons awakening and red stars rising. That 

Lattice Power has produced original high-powered light 
bulb technology. Recognizing the potential for profit, foreign 
venture capital firms have sunk money into Chinese start-ups 
and, in 2010, Chinese government investment helped finance 
the world’s fastest supercomputer. (A Japanese machine 
soon surpassed it.)

Another recent government plan calls for two million 
patents to be filed by 2015, a goal that appears achievable.  
According to a 2010 report by Thompson Reuters, China was 
on track to become the world’s top patent-filer in 2011. (The 
final data is still pending.) But explosive numbers like these 
can be deceptive. Of the 203,481 patent applications filed 
by Chinese organizations in 2008, only 473 were recognized 
by all three leading patent offices in the United States., 
the European Union, and Japan. (This compares to 14,399 
patents approved out of 400,769 filed from the United States 
and 13,446 out of 502,054 from Japan that same year.) A 2011 
Thompson Reuters list of the 100 most innovative companies 
in the world did not include a single Chinese firm. 

from manufacturing to R&D, design, and branding. 
Examples of companies that are successfully making 

this transition abound. Large companies like mobile 
communications giant Huawei have prioritized R&D and are 
starting to see results. Having faced accusations of copying 
early last decade, Huawei later produced genuine innovations 
in 3G, such as wireless base stations that could be installed 
quickly and cheaply. Although the microblogging service Sina 
Weibo launched after Twitter, it was first to integrate threaded 
conversations and photo and video features. The LED maker 
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is, while China manufactures a huge number of products each 
year, the ideas for the products are conceived—and the profits 
mostly accrue—outside China. Indeed, China’s 10 percent 
annual GDP growth is largely attributable to manufacturing 
capacity, rather than original product conception and design. 
It’s one thing for so many smart new gizmos to be “Made in 
China,” but why are they so rarely invented here? 

President Hu Jintao acknowledged this quandary back 
in 2006 when he laid out a 15-year plan to make China an 
“innovation-oriented society,” promising to foster “indigenous 
innovation” by nearly doubling research and development 
expenditures as a percentage of GDP. This plan was 
motivated by more than just nationalism; China’s economic 
future depends on it. “Low-cost manufacturing has seen its 
best days already,” says Cheung Kong Graduate School of 
Business (CKGSB) Associate Dean and Professor of Strategic 
Management Teng Bingsheng. With the price of labor and 
raw materials rising, Chinese companies are being forced to 
adapt. For most firms, that means moving up the value chain 

!"
Innovation is happening in China, but it tends to manifest as incremental tweaks to 
existing technology, rather than the kind of original product innovation that changes the 
direction of industries. 
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Some analysts are skeptical of China’s innovation 
potential. “If you go back 20 years, nobody cared a damn 
about what was happening in China,” says Anil Gupta, a 
professor of strategy and entrepreneurship at the University 
of Maryland who co-authored a book on economic growth in 
China and India. “The innovation level was zero. So now when 
it wakes up and starts walking, people say, ‘Wow, I thought 
you were dead.’”

There are many kinds of innovation, however, and 
China may simply not excel at the sort of radical, new-
product innovation that overhauls industries and draws 
media attention. “By and large, I don’t think it’s a culture of 
great non-incremental change,” says Richard P. Suttmeier, 
professor emeritus of political science at the University 
of Oregon, who testified before the U.S. Congressional-
Executive Commission on China in 2010 on the subject of 
innovation and intellectual property in China. Instead, China 
specializes in localization, which adapts existing technologies 
for a local market; incremental innovation, which improves a 
product’s cost or time-to-market without drastically changing 
the technology; and process innovation, which adjusts the 
manufacturing and supply processes to make them more 
efficient. 

That’s why Chinese innovation is often described as 
“renovation,” meaning that a company borrows the technology 
or business model of a successful Western company and 
adjusts it to suit the Chinese market. A prominent example of 
this practice is Xiaomi, which last summer launched a high-
end smartphone that runs Android software and sells at less 
than half the price of an iPhone. Imitating leading brands at 
lower prices is a good strategy—for now. “The big question 
for the Chinese is, how do you go beyond catch-up?” says 
Suttmeier. 

While there’s no single answer, a range of experts on 
Chinese technology and innovation argue that China needs to 
take several steps if it’s going to become a truly “innovation-
oriented society.” These include: 

Improve the research environment. 
In 2010, professors Yigong Shi and Rao Yi, both of whom 
returned to Beijing from prestigious academic jobs in the 
United States, published an editorial in the journal Science 
criticizing Chinese research culture. “It is an open secret 
that doing good research is not as important as schmoozing 
with powerful bureaucrats and their favorite experts,” they 
wrote. “China’s current research culture … wastes resources, 
corrupts the spirit, and stymies innovation.” Many Chinese 
universities also offer professors perverse incentives by 
rewarding them based on how often they publish. The result 
is shoddy research, plagiarism, and outright fraud. A 2008 
study found that 31 percent of scientific papers in China 
included copying or plagiarism. 

Curb the “great leap” mentality.
Technological “leap-frogging”—a country using its relative 
lack of infrastructure to jump ahead of the competition—
can benefit developing economies. But it can also backfire, 
especially when it involves excessive speed, inadequate 
testing, and other means of cutting corners. For example, 
investigations of the July train crash in Wenzhou cited an 
overzealous competitive drive as a contributing factor. “If you 

just do it top-down without consideration for social costs and 
tremendous risks, then you end up actually slowing down 
the process rather than speeding it up,” says Dieter Ernst, 
a senior fellow at the East-West Center and former senior 
advisor to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development.

Clean up the patent system. 
An incentives structure similar to that of academic publishing 
leads professors to apply for—and governments to approve—
patents that lack merit. In 2009, about half of China’s patent 
applications were for so-called “utility” patents, which, unlike 
“invention” patents, don’t require official inspection and last 
only 10 years instead of 20. Just as researchers are rewarded 
for the number of applications they file, patent examiners in 
state intellectual property offices receive bonuses based on 
the number of patents they approve. “It’s like giving teachers 
bonuses for how many kids they pass,” says Gupta. As a 
result, the vast majority of patents approved in China don’t 
pass muster in the United States and Europe. 

Encourage cross-departmental collaboration. 
The number of colleges in China has doubled since 1998, and 
the number of students has increased more than fourfold. 
While this is largely good news—more Chinese people are 
receiving higher education—it has also strained student-
teacher ratios and stretched university resources. “That 
speedy expansion almost by definition will raise quality 
problems,” says Ernst. Another concern is the process 
by which students are siphoned into professional fields 
early on. “A lot of innovation comes from people who cross 
boundaries,” says Willy Shih, a professor of management 
practice at Harvard Business School who has published 
extensively on innovation in China.  Allowing students 
more choice in their studies and encouraging professors in 
different disciplines to work together will spur innovation. 

Eliminate “structured uncertainty.” 
The Chinese business environment is characterized by what 
Georgia Institute of Technology Professor Dan Breznitz calls 
“structured uncertainty.” In their new book, Run of the Red 
Queen: Government, Innovation, Globalization, and Economic 
Growth in China (Yale University Press), Breznitz and co-
author Michael Murphree argue that Chinese laws are 
deliberately ambiguous, leaving local officials to interpret 
and implement them however they want. Uncertainty is the 
opposite of what businesses want and need. When tax rates 
shift unpredictably and entire industries fall in and out of 
government favor, investors have less incentive to bet on risky 
ventures with distant payoffs. “The whole system is tilted 
against taking risks with money over long periods of time,” 
says Breznitz. 

Reduce interagency rivalries. 
Bureaucratic competition and overlapping jurisdictions 
compound problems of uncertainty. For example, the Ministry 
of Industry and Information Technology has clashed with the 
State Administration of Radio, Film and Television over which 
agency is responsible for security standards and certification 
in mobile communications, according to Ernst. The result is 
not just unclear standards, but confusion about who even has 
the right to set them. 

Strengthen intellectual property rights. 
When the movie Kung Fu Panda broke Chinese box office 
records in 2008, Chinese commentators rued Hollywood’s 
“selling back” of Chinese culture to China. While some 
blamed government restrictions on the content of domestic 
animated films, Shih says intellectual property also plays 
a role: “The property rights environment for that type of 
creative property is very weak. Where’s the incentive there?” 
Likewise, China has yet to produce a software giant like 
Microsoft or Adobe, in part because would-be entrepreneurs 
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Much of China’s innovation happens at the manufacturing level. For example, the white 
power cord that plugs into Apple laptops has been incrementally improved over time 
thanks to ground-level Chinese innovation, according to Georgia Institute of Technology 
Professor Dan Breznitz. !"
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know that no one would realistically pay for such products. 
China’s IP policy can be viewed as a classic chicken-

and-egg problem. It has no Microsoft because IP rights 
are weak—or perhaps IP rights are weak because it has no 
Microsoft. Once Chinese businesses start creating valuable 
property and demanding protection for it, China will start 
enforcing property rights. Until then, companies will have to 
innovate their way around weak IP enforcement, says Andy 
Mok, CEO of Red Pagoda Resources, a Beijing firm that helps 
start-ups recruit talent. For example, video game companies 
offer free mobile apps that sell virtual goods and musical 
acts focus more on live performances than record sales. 

Support failure. 
The self-help books don’t lie: failure is key to success. When 
nine out of ten startups are doomed to fail, investors and 
entrepreneurs must be willing to take risks. Researchers, too, 
must feel confident conducting experiments that might not 
succeed—which of course describes any experiment worth 
doing. In China, failure is often penalized. In 2007, China 
passed a law that would allow scientists to report failures 

without having their funding pulled, as long as they can show 
they did their best. The same forgiving attitude should apply 
to R&D in the business world. “The essence of innovation 
is to tolerate failure,” said Xiaomi CEO Lei Jun at a recent 
Beijing conference organized by Entrepreneur magazine. “Only 
if we have an environment that tolerates failure can Chinese 
society and industry advance.” 

China of course isn’t the only manufacturing economy 
that has tried to boost innovation. Japan, Korea, Taiwan—
just about every other advanced economy in Asia has gone 
through the same process of reinvention. Ultimately, the 
question isn’t whether China will become a more innovative 
economy, so much as when. “It’s going to take a generation,” 
says Rebecca Fannin, a Forbes contributor and author of 
Startup Asia: Top Strategies for Cashing in on Asia’s Innovation 
Boom (Wiley).

When China does become an innovation hub, odds are 
it won’t look like Silicon Valley, the I-95 corridor, or North 
Carolina’s Research Triangle. Instead , it will build on China’s 
existing competitive advantage in manufacturing and make 
small but critical changes to things like the white power cord 
that plugs into any Apple laptop. “Not that many years ago, 
they had a tendency to get hot and burn like batteries,” says 
Breznitz. But thanks to constant tweaking of the technology 
and design—in China, not California—the power cords have 
improved. Breznitz and Murphree argue that China should 
focus on this kind of innovation—incremental, manufacturing-
based, often subtle to consumers. 

Fannin believes the day will come when China finally 
does produce a Jobs-caliber entrepreneur. “If you look at 
Chinese entrepreneurs’ personalities, there are a lot of Steve 
Jobs-like characteristics. There’s a lot more confidence 
today,” she says. It helps that Chinese entrepreneurs can 
now look up to home-grown heroes, like Alibaba’s Jack Ma 
and Baidu’s Robin Li. “They did it,” Fannin suggests budding 
entrepreneurs might ask themselves, “Why can’t I?”  
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China's research culture suffers from perverse incentives, as scientists are rewarded 
based on the number of patents they file and papers they publish. As a result, 31 
percent of scientific papers in China contain plagiarized passages, according to a 2008 
study. 

A Nation of Provinces
In China, companies are expanding into 
new regions. But local governments aren’t 
making it easy. 
by Lea Yu

In 2009, the company Hunan Xiangtan Fenli Auto Parts 
was looking to expand. Business had been a little slow 
that year, and it wanted to set up operations in the city of 

Chongqing, the auto production hub of western China and 
home to major players like Chang’an Ford.

But when company manager Nick Nie and his co-workers 
arrived in Chongqing to ask municipal officials about moving 
in, the answer was a flat “no.” 

The reason soon became clear. “There were several 
leading companies in the market who the local government 
was protecting [from competitors], because these companies 

are their big taxpayers,” says Nie. “We were outsiders and 
couldn’t contribute any tax revenue.” After that meeting, 
Xiangtan Fenli abandoned the Chongqing plan. 

Stories like that of Xiangtan Fenli reveal a serious 
structural problem, economists say. Because local 
governments have to meet high revenue goals and other 
economic targets, they are hostile to non-tax-paying 
companies from other regions, or industries that bring less 
tax revenue or local jobs to the table.

Call it local protectionism or enlightened self-interest, 
these regional barriers allow officials to protect inefficient 
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In March 2011, Jiuquan’s Municipal Energy Bureau issued 
a set of regulations imposing “construction requirements” 
on wind energy firms. Companies that failed to buy local 
equipment, the notice said, would no longer be able to do 
business in the area. In response, China’s National Energy 
Board (NEB) issued a statement banning Jiuquan officials 
from “requiring companies to buy locally-produced resources 
or creating other restrictions that protect local manufacturing 
industries.” Jiuquan ignored the notice.

The NEB finally gave Jiuquan an ultimatum: If Jiuquan 
continued to build the wind farm without state approval, the 
NEB would cut off the city’s access to the power grid and 
revoke its renewable energy subsidies. Jiuquan eventually 
received NEB approval in July, after promising that it would 
regulate wind turbines and other equipment with NEB 
guidance.

Local protectionism is a common phenomenon in the 
wind industry, says Shi Pengfei, deputy director of the China 
Renewable Energy Association: “[Since] local government 
resources mostly come from infrastructure, wind developers 
have no choice but to conform to their needs.”

Logistical Hurdles
China’s shift to a consumption-based economy is also 
threatened by the high logistical costs of delivering products 
between producers and customers, Cai said. Last year, 
Xinhua News Agency reported that it costs 1.5 yuan to move 
every kilogram of freight across the Pacific Ocean from 
Shanghai to New York, but between six and eight yuan to 
transport the same amount from Guizhou to Shanghai, two 
provinces away.

Local policies help drive up costs. For example, many 
local governments collect revenue through illegal and legal 
highway tolls. And they raise a lot. Since 1997, its first year of 
operation, the Guangzhou-Shenzhen Expressway has raised 
35 billion yuan in toll fees, far exceeding the 12.9 billion yuan 
it took to construct the highway. A 2008 National Audit Office 
report found that up to 2005, 16 provinces had collected 14.9 
billion yuan from 158 illegal tollbooths.
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Nicknamed "Three Gorges on Land," the Jiuquan wind energy project in Gansu 
Province is one of the pillars of China's strategic push into the west. In March, 
Jiuquan officials sought to impose a "buy local" requirement on the massive project, 
but the National Energy Board pushed back. 

seeing any tax revenues from wind developers, because of the 
way that China’s 2009 VAT reforms shifted the tax base from 
production to consumption. Now, unlike before, companies 
can receive tax deductions on fixed assets like equipment 
investments, but in the case of wind energy companies this 
deduction is far larger than the taxes they are paying in. 

“We provide services and resources, but we get nothing 
in return,” an official at Hebei Province’s Zhangbei New 
Energy Office told the Economic Observer in October. From 
that perspective, imposing fees and restrictions isn’t 
protectionism. It’s an attempt to recoup the loss from 
letting wind developers move in, when green-lighting a 
manufacturing plant instead would provide both local jobs 
and tax revenue. 

The tug of war between local officials and central planners 
played out early last year in China’s northern Gansu Province, 
as energy officials jockeyed to regulate a massive wind farm 
project in the city of Jiuquan. 

Gansu officials have hailed the Sinovel Wind Co., Ltd. 
project—nicknamed “Three Gorges on Land”—as one of the 
pillars of China’s strategic push into the west. The goal of the 

businesses, while preventing others from expanding and 
thereby lowering costs. And even when companies do 
manage to expand, they still face a barrage of fees and “buy 
local” requirements imposed by local governments. These 
barriers drive up the pricetag for consumers. 

Regional barriers are especially problematic now. China’s 
12th Five Year Plan, passed in March 2011, emphasizes the 
need to spur domestic consumption as a counterweight to 
the country’s weakening export sector. If economic growth 
is to continue, China’s leaders will have to address local 
policies that hinder fair competition or unnecessarily drive up 
costs, the prominent economist Cai Hongbin said at a recent 
conference. 

“Local government decentralization largely drove the last 
30 years of reform, but another consequence is that it has 
forced local governments to care too much about GDP and 
local taxes,” Cai said. “The tendency to be locally protectionist 
is very strong.”

Starting in the 1980s, China’s economic decentralization 
allowed local governments to build successful companies in 
their own backyards. This created the competition between 
provinces that many have credited with China’s economic 
rise. 

The time has come, however, for these local governments 
to take a step back, financial experts say.

“[Protectionism] is good for local firms in their infant 
stage,” says Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business 
(CKGSB) Assistant Professor of Economics and Finance Li 
Xiaoyang. “But I think we have reached a point where it is 
excessive for most industries in China. Resources need to 
flow freely from province to province, to their best use.”

The Price of Expansion
For the past ten years, wind power has been one of China’s 
industrial darlings, enjoying hundreds of millions of dollars in 
value-added tax (VAT) cuts and equipment subsidies. Thanks 
to these measures, China in 2010 managed to surpass the 
United States as the country with the most wind power 
capacity.

Still, local governments haven’t exactly welcomed wind 
developers looking to expand. Wind farm managers often 
have to sweeten the deal for local officials—buying equipment 
from local suppliers, building manufacturing plants, investing 
in local infrastructure, and even making “donations” to the 
government. 

“Local protectionism is the biggest headache for wind 
power developers,” Long Yuan Electric Power Asia General 
Manager Hsieh Chang Jun told Chinese media in May. “In 
some areas it is still very serious. … [S]ome have joked that 
even the screws have to be bought locally.”

Local officials insist their hands are tied. Their 
governments have to wait seven to 10 more years before 

VALUE-ADDED TROUBLES
Local governments say they have to impose fees and "buy 
local" requirements on wind developers because they can't 
collect any revenues from these projects. 

Here's how the math works out, supposing a wind energy 
company spent 1.6 billion yuan in a project, with 1.2 billion 
yuan invested in equipment:

VAT Input (deducted): 1.2 billion yuan x 17% VAT rate 
= 204 million yuan in input

VAT Output (paid in): 480 million annual kilowatt-hours x 
(price of 0.51 yuan/kilowatt-hour) x 8.5% VAT rate 

= 20.808 million yuan in output, annually*

204 million yuan output / 20.808 million yuan input 
= 9.8 years before the difference is made up

*In 2001, China halved the value-added tax rate for wind power 
projects from 17% to 8.5%

project is to install 20 gigawatts of wind power capacity by 
2020, rivaling the 18.2-gigawatt capacity of the gigantic Three 
Gorges Dam along the Yangtze River. 
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For companies that ship products across provinces, the 
tolls add up: “It’s local politics and local finance,” says CKGSB 
Professor of Finance Chen Fangruo.  

As a result, Chinese companies have some of the 
highest logistical costs in the world. In 2010, logistical costs 
comprised 17.8 percent of Chinese GDP, compared to 8.3 
percent in the United States. Tolls account for about a third of 
operational costs for Chinese logistics companies, according 
the China Federation of Logistics and Purchasing. And the 
numbers are only going up, with logistics costs in China rising 
by 18.7 percent year-on-year to 6.4 trillion yuan in 2011. 

A warehousing shortage is also aggravating the logistics 
bottleneck. In the last few years, local governments helped 
inflate China’s recent property bubble by selling massive 
amounts of land—in 2010 alone, land sales and leases 
provided 2.7 trillion yuan, or 83 percent, of their budgetary 
tax revenues. Local governments have thus become highly 
reliant on land revenues as a tax base.

On the flip side, this means they’re shutting out certain 
types of land occupants. Zoning a plot for commercial use—
as opposed to industrial purposes—is far more attractive for 
government officials, says Andrew Hatherly, the industrial and 
logistics division executive director of the real estate services 
firm CB Richard Ellis. But even if land does become slated for 
industrial use, logistics companies are not prioritized. 

“The problem is, local governments are extremely 
interested in how many new jobs and how many new taxes 
come from the zones and districts,” Hatherly says. “So they 
would rather sell the limited amount of land that’s available 
to manufacturers or research and development centers 
where it’s very labor-intensive, and therefore [results in] a lot 
of people employed and a lot of tax revenue.”

By contrast, warehouses are exactly what governments 
don’t want taking up space: They’re not labor-intensive, they 
occupy large buildings and they don’t redistribute much 
business to their surroundings.

CBRE reports that starting in 2011, suppliers in China 

began to suffer a warehousing shortage, resulting in rent 
increases that can push up costs and hinder consumption. 
According to their figures, there are 0.41 square meters of 
warehouse stock per person in China, compared to 4.46 in 
Hong Kong, 3.78 in Japan and 5.16 in the United States. 

Chinese officials have begun to address soaring logistics 
costs. In June, five central government departments 
launched a new campaign targeting illegal tollbooths, and in 
August, the State Council announced general measures for 
restructuring and revitalizing China’s logistics industry. The 
guidelines pledge to prioritize logistics in future government 
land plans.

Hatherly says incorporating logistics should go in tandem 
with China’s turn towards consumption. “These products 
have got to be warehoused somewhere, and it needs to be 
reasonably close to the markets,” he says.

GDP-ism
Protectionism isn’t the fault of money-hungry local officials—
at least not entirely. The incentives to be protectionist are 
deeply entrenched in China’s current GDP-worshipping 
political system, where job promotions depend on growth and 
revenue targets. 

“Local protectionism, more precisely, should be called 
‘GDP-ism,’” says Liu Fuyuan, the former vice-director 
of the National Development and Reform Commission’s 
Macroeconomic Research Academy. 

Every year, central government leaders set growth targets 
that include tax revenues, investments, employment rates 
and GDP growth, in addition to non-economic indicators such 
as social stability and enforcement of the one-child policy. 
Local officials sign performance contracts with the next 
highest jurisdiction, promising to deliver.

“If the central leaders decided on an 8 percent growth 
rate, then this percentage will be allocated to local officials,” 
says City University of Hong Kong Assistant Professor Jie 
Gao, who studies civil service reform in China. Local officials 
must then develop their own detailed indicators, like how 
many trees to plant and how many pigs to raise in order to 
meet the central government’s goals. Failure to meet certain 
goals can result in dismissal, salary reduction, or demotion.

“Local authorities, in order to get promoted, have a strong 
incentive to strengthen their revenue base,” says University of 
Chicago Professor of Political Science Dali Yang, an expert on 
Chinese governance.

Liu compares this arrangement to a feudal system “with 
more than 4,000 fiefdoms, and every county-level office is its 
own little fiefdom.” 

“It’s irrational for administrative subdivisions to also 

be economic subdivisions,” he says. “Without governance 
and tax system reforms, local protectionism will never be 
resolved.”

Unwritten Rules
Even Nie admits that local protectionism has both helped 
and hurt his company, Xiangtan Fenli. In his home province 
of Hunan, he says, there is an “unwritten rule” that car 
manufacturers must source their auto parts locally. Local 
companies also pay less in taxes. 

There are even explicit rules helping companies like Nie’s. 
For instance, guidelines released in 2009—the same year 
the company failed to break into the Chongqing market—
mandate all public officials to “actively purchase province-
produced cars” and other local products including fuel, raw 
materials, equipment, machinery and medicines. 

Nie’s story is only one example of a larger trend. Local 
protectionism abounds in China, whether it is provincial 
committees that favor local drug companies for hospital 

medicines, complicated licensing procedures that keep car 
rental companies out of cities like Shanghai, or government-
backed regional steel monopolies that are too big for others 
to compete with.

Because local overreach takes many forms, experts 
say, resolutions may require case-by-case troubleshooting. 
In an industry like wind energy, the central government 
could reconfigure the VAT to give local governments more 
revenue, Li suggested. Greater transparency in government 
procurement bids would also help prevent local favoritism, he 
said.

There are signs that “GDP-ism” is waning. Compared to 
past Five Year Plans, the latest one focuses more on quality 
of life and less on GDP growth. It has scaled back China’s 
target GDP growth rate to 7 percent (compared to the 11th 
Five Year Plan’s 11 percent average GDP rate), and seeks 
to encourage household spending by increasing wages and 
bolstering the social safety net. This change in emphasis 
may reduce the pressure on local governments to chase 
after fiscal targets.

In addition, Gao says, some local governments have 
already reconfigured their performance targets to give 
more weight to social goals like stability, production safety 
and handling of complaints. But revenue will always be the 
clearest indicator of success, which means officials won’t 
abandon it anytime soon, says Yang: “It’s the only hard 
number that they can get their hands on.”  
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Local governments charge high tolls and have a disincentive to 
give land to logistics companies, causing China to have some of 
the highest logistical costs in the world. Logistics comprised 17.8 
percent of China's GDP in 2010, compared to 8.3 percent in the 
United States. 
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to employees in August 2011, Mason said Groupon’s “China 
growth strategy was to hire quickly and manage out the 
bottom performers. So far, that strategy has improved our 
competitive position in China from #3,000 to #8.” Indeed, 
Groupon’s Chinese site Gaopeng captured 3.7 percent of 
China’s group buying market in September 2011, according 
to figures compiled by the group buying analytics platform 
Dataotuan. This put the company on the top 10 list of China’s 
group buying sites by revenue, for the first time. In October, 
however, its market share slipped to 3.2 percent, putting it 
just out of the top 10. 

From Cavender’s perspective, the most critical lesson to 
be gained from Groupon’s experience thus far is: localize. “It’s 
really important for organizations to really allow the Chinese 
staff members themselves to make decisions about what is 
supposed to happen,” he said.

Stability, then Localization
From his interviews in 2009 with over 200 MNCs operating in 
industries from manufacturing to services, Chinese University 
of Hong Kong Business School Professor of Management 
Kenneth Law found that confidence and predictability 
were two key impetuses for MNCs making the final push 
to localize. A few years ago, Law says, firms “did not know 
what was going to happen in the future in China.” Without 

confidence in the sustainability of a long-term presence in 
China, firms were left with short-term plans of 3 to 5 years.

But this changed in recent years, as firms observed that 
China’s economic and political environment was changing 
and stabilizing. This, in turn, encouraged confidence and 
longer-term planning. “Whenever a firm has a longer-term 
plan, they will start to localize,” Law says.

Why Local, Why Now
With China’s business landcape stabilizing and competition 
for Chinese consumers intensifying, localization is 
increasingly becoming a priority for MNCs in China. But 
as they make the leap to localize, more and more firms 
are dicovering that operating in China entails a steep 
learning curve, according to CKGSB Professor of Strategic 
Management Teng Bingsheng. 

Maneuvering in China requires a thorough understanding 
of local conditions—what customers like today, what they’ll 
like tomorrow, what will offend them, how they spend money. 
“It’s important to have people in charge who understand the 
China market,” says Teng.

“When you have a fresh expat in China, the odds are 
that they cannot survive these days,” he says, because the 
significant competitive advantage enjoyed by MNCs and 
expats in China “is no longer so dominating or absolute.” 
MNCs can no longer coast on an international reputation, 
as the quality offered by local firms is gradually catching up 
with global standards. Foreign managers also no longer have 
clear advantages over local talent. General Electric recently 
recruited their corporate vice president in China from a purely 
Chinese firm, something which was “not common five or ten 
years ago,” says Teng.

According to Teng, MNCs are recognizing that some 
professional managers in China can be very competent and 
sometimes have training in Western management practices, 
even if they lack overseas experience. When Yang Yuanqing 
took over for an American as CEO of Lenovo. “performance 
improved drastically” for the firm, Teng says, citing this as 
just one instance where a Chinese manager outperformed an 
American predecessor on a global scale.

Expensive expatriate salary packages are also driving 
localization efforts. Expat salaries in China are traditionally 
much costlier than those for local workers, but fewer firms 
can afford them in the aftermath of the economic downturns 
in both Europe and the United States, Teng says. 

On the flip side, the cost of local talent is also rising. 
“There is such a demand for local talent that a lot of the local 
managers are actually more expensive than the foreigners 
that companies were previously hiring,” Cavender says. 

Creativity in the Face of Scarcity
The dearth of adequately trained local Chinese talent has 
already created a bidding war between firms in China. 

Groupon’s struggles in 2011 illustrate the incredible challenges foreign firms face when 
moving into the Chinese market—particularly when they fail to be adequately local.

The Power 
of Local

T ime and time again, the group buying company Groupon 
has found itself in hot water in China. Before Groupon’s 
Chinese site Gaopeng even launched, China’s group 

buying sites formed a loose alliance against the firm and 
threatened to blackball Groupon employees from any future 
employment in the industry. Then the news came out that 
Tissot watches offered through Gaopeng turned out to be fake 
and that McDonald’s had rejected 700 coupons for reduced 
price meals sold to customers in Beijing.

Multinational corporations (MNCs) like Groupon are 
discovering that success in China hinges on localization. 
Chinese consumers need to be wooed. If a firm fails to appeal 
to Chinese tastes, then it can’t seize or maintain market share 
in China, regardless of previous successes elsewhere. This 
is particularly true, given the increasingly fierce competition 
from homegrown Chinese firms.

When starting an operation abroad, MNCs typically 
transplant talent from their home country headquarters, 
said Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business (CKGSB) 
Professor of Managerial Practice Shalom Saada Saar. But in 
the past few years, there has been “more and more demand 
from Chinese consumers for Chinese managers” who better 
understand local needs and wants, said Saar. 

As a result, more and more MNCs are starting to localize 
staff and transition native employees into managerial 

positions in China. As they do so, they face a complex set of 
questions: Is localization the right decision? Which positions 
should be localized, and who should fill them? How can 
MNCs strike a balance between local knowledge and brand 
control? 

Groupon’s Shaky Start
Groupon’s struggles following the Tissot mishap and the 
McDonald’s controversy illustrate the incredible challenges 
foreign firms face when moving into the Chinese market—
particularly when they fail to be adequately local, says Ben 
Cavender of China Market Research.

Cavender, who studied Groupon since its intensified push 
into the Chinese market in 2011, says the company’s strategy 
of bringing in a large number of foreign MBAs “was just a 
total disaster.” 

The foreign hires “didn’t understand what was happening 
in the market, meaning that they were expensive but did not 
have many valuable skills to add because they had not really 
worked in China or in the group buying industry for that long,” 
he says. Moreover, the company “limited the local team’s 
ability to actually drive change here or drive the organization 
in the right direction.”

But Groupon CEO Andrew Mason remains optimistic about 
the firm’s future in China. In a leaked internal communiqué 

Successful multi-nationals are 
putting their faith in well-trained 
and locally savvy China teams.
by Sam Waldo Im
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capable talent to satisfy demand. Attracting and retaining 
that talent requires ingenuity and a corporate culture that 
will keep employees excited, energized, and upwardly mobile, 
Ready says.

Balancing Autonomy and Control
Successfully leveraging localized staff requires decentralized 
decision-making, but this can become problematic if 
local managers are given too free a hand and stray from 
a headquarters’ oversight and control. The experience of 
Yum! Brands, the parent company of KFC and Pizza Hut, is 
illustrative of the delicate balance between independence and 
control. 

Walking into a Pizza Hut in China, guests are escorted 
to a cushioned booth in a large, warmly lit dining area. They 
receive a tome of a menu, with pages upon pages of choices 

ranging from pizza and spaghetti to snails, octopus and 
quail eggs. In Chinese KFCs, guests are welcomed by the 
ubiquitous smiling face of Colonel Sanders and can choose 
from traditional local cuisine such as fried dough and soy 
bean milk, classic KFC fried chicken meals, and East-West 
crossovers such as chicken sandwiches accented with a spicy 
Szechuan sauce.

Contrast this to customer experiences in the United 
States. There, Pizza Hut is generally a take-home food, and 
the storefronts themselves tend to offer little in the way of 
selection beyond different toppings. KFC is also mainly a 
takeout affair, and the only choice that many customers make 
is how many pieces of fried chicken they want in their bucket.

It is specifically these kinds of innovations away from their 
home base models that have brought Yum! Brands success 
in the China market, said CMR’s Cavender. These innovations 
only exist because Yum! authorized “their local teams to 
actually make decisions, allowing them to grow and respond 
to change very quickly,” he said.

But localizing is only half the battle for an MNC like Yum! 
Brands. Yum! has also managed to protect its international 
reputation for quality, even when confronted with challenges. 

In 2005, consumers were scared off when a food coloring 
product linked to cancer was found in one of KFC’s sauce 
products, leading KFC to suffer a 30 percent drop in its profits 
during the second quarter of 2005, following the scandal.

Since the incident, KFC has been vigilant, ensuring that 
no similar accidents will occur. If KFC hadn’t improved its 
safety protocols following the incident, the chain might not 
enjoy its current level of success in the mainland, Cavender 
said. Yum!'s China operations generated $4.1 billion USD in 
revenue in 2010, 36 percent of the MNC's total global revenue, 
and KFC and Pizza Hut both dominate their respective 
restaurant sectors in the country. KFC alone has captured 40 
percent of China’s fast food market. 

Yum! managed to dodge the quality concern bullet, but it 
is unclear whether Groupon will manage to survive quality-
control mishaps like the Tissot and McDonald’s scandals.

"If you get caught selling something that is fake, whether 
or not you intended to, it is pretty much guaranteed that 
people are not going to trust you anymore,” Cavender says. 
Since the Tissot scandal broke, Groupon has raised the 
compensation it is offering to customers who purchased the 
watches, to double the original $109 USD purchasing price. In 
December, the Shanghai Public Security Bureau’s Economic 
Investigation Department said it was still investigating 
Gaopeng for criminal liability in the Tissot sandal.

For his part, Groupon CEO Andrew Mason said that 
the company would be giving more autonomy to its China 
operation Gaopeng. In an investors’ conference in late 
November, Mason indicated that working in China’s market 
would require a unique approach. 

“We’re patiently supporting the team,” he said.  

The China operations of Yum! Brands, the parent company of KFC and Pizza Hut,account 
for 36 percent of the company’s global total revenues. KFC alone has captured 40 
percent of China’s fast food market.
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The British multi-national financial services firm Standard 

Chartered Bank (SCB) found it “nearly impossible to recruit 
commercial banking talent” because of poaching from 
other firms, according to Kenan-Flagler Business School 
at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill Professor 
of Leadership Doug Ready. Ready, who has authored case 
studies on SCB’s struggles to retain talent, said the firm 
would recruit and train local employees, only to have 
a competing firm “steal them away for a 3 percent pay 
increase.” 

Beyond salary, SCB also had to compete with a sense of 
nationalistic pride—the idea that “now is our time”—that 
motivates Chinese talent to work for local firms like Tencent, 
Baidu, Alibaba and Lenovo, Ready says.

Frustrated, SCB in 2007 went on the hunt for untapped 
human resources, engaging in what the firm called a “raw 
talent initiative.” Instead of competing directly with other 
financial firms for talent, Ready says, SCB recruited from 
outside of the finance industry, looking for employees “who 
understood client service, customer relationships, and 
building an effective working climate.” They turned to the 
hospitality industry and drew out new hires from hotels like 

the Ritz Carlton and the Four Seasons, giving them training in 
finance for six months. 

The raw talent initiative has proved “enormously 
successful” for SCB in the years since its inception, according 
to Ready. SCB’s salary packages were competitive compared 
to those in the hospitality industry, and the personal 
development opportunities they offered made SCB attractive 
as well. 

SCB has also actively worked to establish a meritocratic, 
development-based culture where employees see 
opportunity for future advancement, explains Ready. This is in 
contrast to the phenomenon of Chinese employees at some 
MNCs feeling they are “second-class citizens” whose career 
prospects are limited by their nationality, says Law.

The company stopped “throwing BMWs at people” to get 
them onboard, instead making it clear to employees that 
there were no glass ceilings for local employees, Ready says. 
In the first year of the new policies, attrition declined by 3 
percent, which was significant compared to the dramatically 
increasing attrition rates other foreign financial firms are 
seeing. 

At the end of the day, there is simply not enough trained, 
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Wang Keqin’s office is not the polished workplace 
you might expect from a major Chinese charity. The 
space is borrowed, the furniture donated. As Wang 

expounds on China’s social problems, he whips out a tissue 
and scrapes a thick coating of dust from his desktop. And yet, 
thanks to Wang’s fresh approach to online fundraising, his 
organization has managed to raise tens of millions of yuan in 
a year, with almost no operational costs.

Since the end of 2010, Wang has been publicizing the 
plight of workers with pneumoconiosis, a terminal lung 
disease contracted when workers breathe in dust from coal 
and building materials. Wang estimates that as many as six 
million people in China suffer from pneumoconiosis, making 

it the most common terminal illness contracted in the 
Chinese workplace.

Unlike bigger, more established charities, Wang’s primary 
fundraising platform has been the microblogging service Sina 
Weibo. Since its launch, Wang’s organization—its English 
name is “Love Save Pneumoconiosis”—has raised over 80 
million yuan from online donations alone. His office, which 
belongs to a friend, is staffed by around five volunteers every 
weekend.

Wang’s is one of a small number of Chinese non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) turning to microblogs 
as a fundraising tool. Groups have launched microblog-
based fundraising drives for causes as diverse as school 
lunches in China’s poverty-stricken countryside, treatment 
for children with leukemia, and even return trips home 
for Chinese soldiers abandoned in Burma in the 1970s. 
Meanwhile, private individuals in China are increasingly eager 
to donate to non-governmental organizations, with charitable 
donations up 3.5 percent since last year, according to the 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. Not only do microblogs 
allow charities more direct access to their disproportionately 
educated, middle-class users, they help circumvent the tough 
regulations that dictate how charities can raise money. And 
because raising money over microblogs requires barely any 
overhead, it allows small charities to compete with relatively 
large bureaucratic counterparts like the Red Cross Society of 
China.

Strictly speaking, there are no charities in China, as 
the government does not provide a legal definition for a 
charitable organization. Instead, it uses “social organization” 
as a category to cover all non-profit groups, from grassroots 
NGOs to local chambers of commerce. Just over 440,000 
of these “social organizations” had registered with the 
government by the end of last year, according to the Ministry 
of Civil Affairs, the government department that regulates 
charities. But many more NGOs—an estimated three or four 
million—are unregistered.

Most of these unregistered organizations are not allowed 
to ask the public for funds. That right is limited to the 1,300 
or so officially recognized “public foundations,” as well as any 
“social organizations” that officially register their activities as 
programs of these public foundations. Only a small fraction of 
Chinese NGOs have registered and are therefore permitted to 
raise funds, according to Karla Simon, a professor at Catholic 
University’s Columbus School of Law who co-authored a 
study on Chinese civil society for the World Bank and the 
Chinese Ministry of Civil Affairs in 2009.

In practice, many charities fundraise anyway. For example, 
Chinese actor Jet Li’s One Foundation is legally entitled to 
collect donations only in the southern city of Shenzhen, but 
currently solicits from all over China. The organization may 
have more flexibility than most, as its chairman, Ma Hong, is 

Microsteps
As Chinese donors become disenchanted with big 
charities, smaller organizations are leveraging 
microblogs to reach new audiences.
by Tom Hancock

In connecting donors to each other, microblogs have 
transformed small-scale charity drives into full-blown 
campaigns, while also playing a critical role in turning public 
opinion against large philanthropic organizations.
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and designer handbags. The photos seemed to confirm 
what many Chinese suspected: that charities like the Red 
Cross refused to publicize their incomes because they were 
misusing donor’s money. It turned out Guo had lied about 
her Red Cross affiliation, but the damage was done. Genuine 
scandal soon followed, when news broke that the Henan 
Soong Ching Ling Foundation, a children’s organization 
and one of China’s largest charities, converted into luxury 
apartments a plot of land set aside for a youth activity center. 

The controversies had an immediate detrimental impact 
on big charities—and may have helped small ones. A branch 
of the Red Cross in Shenzhen reported that donations fell 
by 97 percent in the month immediately following the Guo 
Meimei scandal, while another branch in central China 
reported a 94 percent decrease. Wang and Deng, meanwhile, 
saw thir donations increase.

According to Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business 
(CKGSB) Associate Dean and Professor of Marketing Sun 
Baohong, an expert on social media, microblogs have 
produced a more transparent model for Chinese charities. 
“The transparent nature of social media has enhanced 
fundraising, by dramatically reducing donors’ concerns 
about the inappropriate use of funds,” she said. Free Lunch 
posts its receipts and expenses to its microblog daily, and 
requires all schools participating in the project to report how 
many lunches they serve. Wang’s organization also posts its 
accounts online. “Because we solicit donations, we have to 
prove we’re using the money responsibly,” he said.

Wang and Deng’s organizations may have similar 
origins, but their relationships with the state couldn’t be 
more different. Deng’s Free Lunch has been welcomed by 

educational authorities in remote villages, whose budgets are 
too slim to fund their own lunch programs. This September, 
the Chinese central government pledged 16 billion yuan to 
fund a lunch program almost identical to Deng’s. “We were 
always a strategic charity,” Deng said. “We wanted to act to 
bring the government’s attention to the problem.”

Wang has encountered less support. Local governments 
are nervous about the attention his organization brings 
to worker’s compensation issues, guaranteed by law but 
often denied by officials who have financial links to the 
mining companies required to pay fair wages. One volunteer 
for Wang’s organization was detained by local police in 
northwestern China’s Liaoning Province last summer and 
told to stop his investigation of pneumoconiosis. In response 
to this harassment, Wang has adjusted the tone and content 
of his microblog feed. “I tell our volunteers not to write 
microblog posts about local government corruption, but 
about saving lives,” Wang said.

Wang has also had trouble finding support in China’s print 
media. This July, China’s central propaganda department 
banned domestic media outlets from reporting on his 
organization. “Giving food to children makes for positive 
reports,” he said, referring to Deng’s Free Lunch program, 
“but our organization touches on more sensitive matters.”

“Now we depend entirely on the Internet for promotion,” 
Wang said.

Deng said he chose to focus on school lunches knowing 
the issue would draw support. “I’d like to found an 
organization focused on protecting migrant workers, but the 
issue is too sensitive,” he said.

There are signs that the legal environment for NGOs 
is liberalizing. The government of Guangdong Province 
launched reforms last November that simplify the process 
NGOs undergo to register with the government. These 
reforms are likely to spread nationwide in the next five years, 
as local governments realize that NGOs are often more 
effective than the state is at addressing social problems, 
Simon said. Deng sees charity liberalization as inevitable. 
“The government will increase the involvement of NGOs 
in social management,” he said. The first step, perhaps: 
Allowing non-profit organizations to raise funds directly from 
the public. “I expect to see that happening,” Simon said.  
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a high-ranking official in the Ministry of Civil Affairs.
In addition to connecting charities to donors, 

microblogging platforms connect donors to each other. 
Wang’s first 140-character post simply listed the name of one 
pneumoconiosis sufferer, the date he contracted the disease 
and a bank account in the name of a local villager. Within 
days, a group of volunteers had arranged to travel to his 
village for a dinner and film screenings, including the Kung-
fu epic Shaolin Temple, Wang said.

Deng Fei, a journalist at the Chinese magazine Phoenix 
Weekly, started a campaign to rescue abducted children by 
posting photos given to him by parents. “I felt that I could 
achieve a lot more by campaigning on weibo than from 
writing articles,” he said. He soon realized weibo could help 
him raise a lot more than awareness. In 2011 he founded 
Free Lunch, an organization dedicated to raising funds for 
school lunches in remote rural areas.

Finding donors may be relatively easy. The difficulty for 
unregistered charities is setting up a bank account. When 
Wang started soliciting funds, he couldn’t open an account 
because he wasn’t associated with a public foundation. He 

instead directed donors to send their money directly to a bank 
account owned by a farmer in Gansu who lived near several 
pneumoconiosis sufferers. The man received around 8,000 
yuan, but refused to transfer the money to other villagers. “It 
was a massive headache,” Wang said.

It was the Internet companies Sohu and Tencent that 
finally offered to connect Wang with a public foundation. In 
July, Wang registered under a public fund, and since then has 
been able to publicly solicit cash. Deng also registered Free 
Lunch with the help of some friends in Beijing. “The process 
was very easy, but you need the right connections,” he said.

Registering with a public foundation brings a new set of 
headaches. “We have to get approval from the fund every time 
we want to withdraw money,” Wang said. The organizations 
also pay a five percent fee to the funds on any income they 
collect.

Microblogs have also played a role in turning public 
opinion against some large charities. This June, a Sina 
Weibo user named Guo Meimei, who listed her employer as 
a branch of the Red Cross Society of China, posted a series 
of photos showing her posing with expensive sports cars 
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Above: Rovio, creator of the popular “Angry Birds” 
franchise, plans to make a deal with now-unlicensed 
merchandise sellers: They pay licensing fees for 
“Angry Birds” products to Rovio, and Rovio in return 
designs in-game ads to promote their toys to fans. 

park in Hunan province.)
PopCap struck a similar agreement with software pirates. 

When the company was preparing to release a new edition 
of “Plants vs. Zombies,” it created a free version in Chinese 
with built-in ads. “We contacted pirate sites and told them, if 
you take this game from us, we won’t make any trouble about 
it,” says Gwertzman. “Pretty much unanimously they all 
said sure.” It was win-win: The pirates got a clean, Chinese-
friendly version of the game to hawk on their websites. 
PopCap got a captive audience for display ads pushing other 
PopCap games and merchandise. The Chinese version now 
has more than a million daily users, according to PopCap.

Rovio’s first China-only content was even more locally 
focused. During China’s Mid-Autumn Festival, the company 
released a set of Angry Birds levels in which players are 
challenged to collect moon cakes, a food traditionally eaten 
during the holiday. Rovio also produced and sold real “Angry 
Birds”-themed cakes in stores.

The success of the Mid-Autumn Festival campaign 
confirmed Rovio’s hunch: A content provider’s most valuable 
resource isn’t copyrightable code or cartoon characters, but a 
network of fans willing to pay for a brand in many forms.

Merchandising has been key for PopCap, too. The 
company has sold “Plants vs. Zombies”-themed plush toys 
and branded clothing at major retail outlets, all inspired by 
counterfeit products. “We estimate that we have fans of the 
game in China who have never even played the game,” says 
Gwertzman. 

conference announcing the merchandising plans with a 
bouquet of beaked balloons. The Finland-based company 
opened its first office outside Helsinki in Shanghai over 
the summer, and plans to open branded stores across the 
country. (Vesterbacka pointed at Hello Kitty’s 120 stores in 
China as a benchmark for the end of 2012.) Company leaders 
have begun boasting that they are “China’s most pirated 
brand.”

First, however, the company plans to parlay with the 
pirates. It may seem counterintuitive, but Vesterbacka argues 
that merchandise counterfeiters have a lot to gain by working 
with Rovio. If toy manufacturers pay licensing fees, Rovio 
designs in-game ads to promote their physical products to 
millions of Angry Birds fans. The strategy has helped Rovio 
build a large catalog of China-specific products, including, 
if talks work out, a group of theme parks. (The idea was 
inspired by an unlicensed “Angry Birds” attraction at a theme 

Game 
Theory
How Western video game 
companies overhauled their 
business models to target 
the Chinese market.
by David Cohen

China is a daunting place to bring intellectual property. It’s 
especially tough for businesses that produce content, 
like movies and music. Widespread piracy has all but 

shut out Western publishers, record labels, and television 
studios.

But for the video game industry, the Chinese market is 
becoming central to growth. Not only is it vast and lucrative—
in November, China became the largest consumer of 
smartphones—it’s also an unlikely driver of innovation. 
Gaming companies have been forced to adapt to China, 
whether that means developing new models for payment and 
distribution, taking creative approaches to IP, or partnering 
with pirates to reach their audiences. Some companies have 
even applied these lessons to markets back home. For years, 
China has represented the piracy problem. Now it may be the 
solution.

The gaming industry has adapted far more rapidly than its 
counterparts in music, movies, and books, says Cheung Kong 
Graduate School of Business (CKGSB) Assistant Professor 
of Strategy and Economics Brian Viard. “The music industry 
is painfully slow,” he says. “But if you look at games, I think 
they’ve been some of the most progressive companies.”

Three video game companies in particular—Rovio, creator 
of the “Angry Birds” franchise; PopCap, which made the 
hits “Bejeweled” and “Plants vs. Zombies” before being 
acquired by the studio Electronic Arts in July; and Blizzard 
Entertainment, which created the monumental “Warcraft” 
series—have tweaked their business models to fit China’s 

unusual gaming market. This, their executives say, will help 
them adjust their strategies around the world as piracy 
becomes more commonplace. “We see Asia as a kind of 
time machine into the future,” says James Gwertzman, Asia 
division chief of PopCap. 

Lesson One: If You Can’t Beat Pirates, Join Them
When Rovio Chief Marketing Officer and “Angry Birds” 
developer Peter Vesterbacka came to Beijing last spring 
to discuss the company’s China strategy, he found that the 
game’s titular birds had preceded him. For months, local 
stores had been selling a dizzying array of copyright-violating 
merchandise based on the game, especially plush toys, which 
have become about as rare in China’s capital as rice. 

Whereas a more traditional company might have dialed 
its lawyers, Rovio saw opportunity. Vesterbacka went on a 
pirated-goods shopping spree and showed up to a press 
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million in revenue in the third quarter of 2011. 
Aw Guo, the founder and CEO of Chinese gaming company 

MagnetJoy, says that for Chinese players, paying for in-game 
features is more than an incremental alternative to paying 
full price for a game—it has its own appeal. “When you beat 
someone in a game, it feels like you beat them in real life,” 
says Guo. “It’s addictive.”

Many Western gamers consider buying upgrades in 
competitive games cheating. Blizzard has for years battled 
private, largely Chinese, entrepreneurs who buy and sell 
powerful characters and items to “World of Warcraft” 
players, arguing that the practice alienates fans who expect 
to compete on a level playing field. But in China, the practice 
is normal, and indeed expected. ZT Online, one of China’s 
most popular MMORPGs, uses a model that explicitly fosters 
animosity among players and then sells them the weapons 
they need to get revenge. In order to encourage spending, the 
free-to-play game makes it largely impossible to earn higher-
level upgrades—it takes an estimated 100,000 yuan to ascend 
to the game’s highest ranks. Foreign MMORPG developers 

have reportedly gotten complaints from fans about having to 
spend time rather than money to get ahead.

PopCap has applied these lessons to create a more 
Chinese version of “Plants vs. Zombies” on Renren, China’s 
closest equivalent to Facebook. The game is free to play, but 
players can buy upgrades. Weekly competitions allow players 
to show off to their friends and, if they’re good enough, a 
wider audience. But players don’t have a chance of getting 
on the high score lists unless they pay for upgrades. “What 
you’re buying isn’t fun, it’s bragging rights,” says Gwertzman.

Sometimes, players compete just to see who can spend 
the most money. MagnetJoy’s most successful game, Pet 
Party, began as a clone of a Facebook game in which players 
take care of a pet by buying furnishings for its house. To 
give players a chance to interact beyond their list of friends, 
MarketJoy added a virtual street with millions of identical 
houses players could buy in auctions—and a leaderboard that 
records the largest transactions. The virtual land became 
its own real estate market, with one house selling last 
November for 11,111 yuan. The land auctions saw similarly 
high bids on Russian and Brazilian social networks, Guo says, 
but excited little interest in developed-country markets like 
the Netherlands.

PopCap plans to take models developed in China back 
home. A “Plants vs. Zombies” social game will be added to 
Facebook once it’s been sufficiently fine-tuned in the Chinese 
market. If anything, Gwertzman says, PopCap has been too 
slow to borrow ideas from China. “When we saw free-to-play 
games in 2005, we recognized that they might one day come 
to America, but we didn’t realize then how fast Facebook 
would grow.” 

PopCap and Rovio’s success in China may be a hard act 
to follow for a brand that isn’t already established. But any 
company with a piracy problem in China may have the same 
opportunities, Gwertzman says. Indeed, brands battling 
trademark infringement have used similar strategies to turn 
profits in China. In the 1980s, the Taiwanese restaurant chain 
Cafe 85 reached out to a wave of imitation Cafe 83s and Cafe 
86s and turned them into profitable franchises.  Luxury goods 
makers like Louis Vuitton can coexist with counterfeiters, 
since consumers tend to upgrade to the genuine article when 
they can afford it, according to a study by the China Market 
Research Group.

Other content providers, like record companies and 
television studios, can do the same in China. It’s a matter 
of finding ways to tie spending to the acts of reading, 
watching, and listening. This could mean giving content 
away to promote physical goods and live events, or it could 
mean rethinking the nature of content to incorporate social 
or competitive elements. If the experience of video game 
developers is any indication, those kinds of changes wouldn’t 
just solve the China problem—they could revolutionize entire 
industries.  

Lesson Two: Make Games Accessible
Many people in China are willing to pay for content, says 
Gwertzman. It’s just that stealing it is often much easier. 

The most obvious reason is price. Companies coming to 
China should rethink their pricing, says Viard. A high sticker 
price is off-putting to Chinese consumers, but they’re often 
willing to part with their money incrementally, he says.

Take Blizzard Entertainment, maker of the popular 
massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) 
“World of Warcraft.” Blizzard uses different pricing structures 
in China tailored to lower incomes. For example, instead of 
paying the regular subscription fee for “World of Warcraft,” 
Chinese gamers can buy pre-paid cards. This arrangement 
allows all but the heaviest users to pay far less than gamers 
in other markets. For “Starcraft II,” a multiplayer game in 
which players direct armies in short battles, the company 
made the more radical move of selling cheap monthly 
subscriptions, instead of selling the game as a $50 boxed 
product as it does in the United States. The low prices work 
because the Chinese market is so big. “The average income 
is lower, but the marginal cost is essentially zero, so you can 
make up on volume,” says Viard.

Stealing may also be easier because international 
distribution channels don’t always work in China. Until 
November last year, Apple’s App Store didn’t accept Chinese 
credit cards. The Marketplace app for Google’s popular 
Android system still isn’t available in China. People who 
wanted to buy games or other apps for Apple’s iOS mobile 
operating system had to use a workaround, buying gift 
certificates from intermediaries with foreign credit card 
numbers. For traditional media, the obstacles are even 
bigger—DVD shops rarely stock anything but bootleg copies.

When Apple finally started accepting Chinese cards, 
sales of “Plants vs. Zombies” leapt up fivefold over the 
weekend, making it the highest-grossing app that week. 
“The middle class is willing to pay if you make it easy for 
them,” Gwertzman says. Rovio was able to work around the 
limitations of direct sales by licensing “Angry Birds” as a 
preinstalled bonus on Lenovo tablet computers and Nokia 
feature phones.

Translating games into Chinese also makes users in 
China more willing to pay for legitimate copies. According to 
PopCap’s data on pirate distribution, the release of a Chinese 
translation of the original version of the game made only a 
modest contribution to the game’s overall popularity in China, 
but it sparked a huge increase in the payment rate. After a 
spike in App Store sales, he said, they leveled off at nearly 
triple their previous level. 

Then of course, there’s cultural translation. While Rovio’s 
moon cake-themed Angry Birds game was a hit, Gwertzman 
argues that localization plans should focus on understanding 
the market rather than patching on ersatz references to local 
culture: “We never thought ‘Plants vs. Zombies’ would be 

anywhere near as popular in China as its become, because 
the undead are not nearly as culturally relevant in China as in 
the U.S.”

Lesson Three: Free to Play, Costly to Win
Even if some fans won’t pay for content, they will pay for the 
chance to meet, impress, and, in some cases, defeat each 
other.

Many online games have solved the piracy problem by 
charging players not to play, but to interact and compete 
with other players, says Viard. This model is best known as 
the basis for Zynga’s “Farmville.” The game is free to play 
on Facebook, but offers players the chance to decorate their 
virtual farms or avoid time-consuming tasks by paying small 
amounts of real money. The model was popular enough to 
transform Zynga in two years from a startup into a company 
valued somewhere between $9 and $15 billion, with $306 

Blizzard Entertainment offered 
Chinese “World of Warcraft” players 
a pricing structure designed for 
gamers with lower incomes: Instead 
of paying for monthly subscriptions, 
users could buy pre-paid cards.

Instead of cracking down on piracy, PopCap, the company 
behind “Plants vs. Zombies,” offered pirates an approved, 
Chinese-friendly version of the game. “Pretty much 
unanimously they all said sure,” said James Gwertzman 
of PopCap.
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What challenges does China’s economy 
face in the near future?
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What's ahead for capital markets, given 
the recent crises in the United States and 
Europe?
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Join us at CKGSB and Know What’s Next.
B E I J I N G  |  S H A N G H A I  |  S H E N Z H E N  |  H O N G  K O N G  |  L O N D O N  |  N E W  Y O R K

Meet a world-class faculty with unmatched insight into Chinese business 
and its global implications. Connect with the network of entrepreneurs 
and visionaries defi ning tomorrow’s China. CKGSB’s business education 
programs and alumni network introduce you to China through the eyes of 
the individuals who are driving the returns on Chinese and global business.
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ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

Around the World and 
Back Again

M!"#$%#&'#((#)*+#$),-&./01&2345&6!7&
!-(#!89&!&7:%%#77;:-&#$<,$##(&6,)=&
!$&!8>!$%#8&8#<(##?&@!>,$<&6A(B#8&

;A(&7AC#&A;&)=#&-#!8,$<&C!$:;!%):(#(7&,$&
=,7&,$8:7)(9D&,$%-:8,$<&)=#&E6,77&F$7),):)#&
A;&G#%=$A-A<9D&=#D&-,B#&C!$9&#$<,$##(7D&
6!$)#8&)A&!%%ACH-,7=&CA(#?&&@#&6!$)#8&
)A&CA>#&=,7&%!(##(&;A(6!(8&6,)=&!$&/01&
8#<(##D&7A&'#((#)*+#$),-&6#$)&A$#*7)#H&
;:()=#(D&A$#&<,!$)&7)#H?&&'#((#)*+#$),-27&
/01&IA:($#9&)AAB&=,C&;(AC&=,7&=AC#&,$&
E6,)J#(-!$8&)A&)=#&A)=#(&7,8#&A;&)=#&<-AK#&
)A&7):89&!)&L=#:$<&MA$<&+(!8:!)#&E%=AA-&
A;&0:7,$#77&.LM+E05?&&G=#&#"H#(,#$%#&
,CC#(7#8&=,C&,$&)=#&=#!()&A;&L=,$!D&)=#&
6A(-8N7&-!(<#7)&#C#(<,$<&C!(B#)D&8#>#-AH#8&
=,7&K:7,$#77&7B,--7D&!$8&(#):($#8&=,C&=AC#&
)A&O:(AH#&6,)=&!$&/01&!$8&!$&A;;#(&)A&
K#%AC#&H(AI#%)&C!$!<#(&!$8&)=#&L=,#;&
A;&P,>#(7,;,%!),A$&;A(&QR@&E1D&!&-#!8,$<&
C!$:;!%):(#(&A;&H(#%,7,A$&6!)%=C!B,$<&
)AA-7?&

Although you already had an engineering 
degree, why did you decide to get an 
MBA?
F&6!$)#8&)A&7)!9&,$&)=#&7!C#&,$8:7)(9&K:)&
F&6!$)#8&)A&8A&CA(#?&S=#$&9A:&!(#&!$&
#$<,$##(D&9A:&!(#&)A-8&6=!)&)A&8AT&9A:&
!(#&<,>#$&!&K:8<#)D&!&H(AI#%)&!$8&)A-8&)A&
<#)&,)&8A$#?&F&6A:-8&!7B&6=9&)=,7&H(AI#%)&

$##8#8&)A&K#&8A$#&!$8&6!7&)A-8&)=!)&,)&
6!7&K#9A$8&C9&:$8#(7)!$8,$<&A(&$##8&
;A(&:$8#(7)!$8,$<?&G=!)&6!7&$A)&#$A:<=&
;A(&C#T&F&6!$)#8&)A&:$8#(7)!$8&)=#&6=A-#&
H,%):(#?&F&6!$)#8&)A&:$8#(7)!$8&)=#&7)#H7&
)=!)&-#8&)A&)=#&H(AI#%)?&F&=!8&#$<,$##(,$<&
B$A6-#8<#&K:)&$##8#8&)A&8#>#-AH&C9&
K:7,$#77&7B,--7?

What motivated you to get your MBA in 
China? 
F&6!7&%AC,$<&)A&)=#&#$8&A;&C9&%A$)(!%)&!$8&
F&6!$)#8&)A&<#)&!$&/01?&G=,7&6!7&!)&)=#&
K#<,$$,$<&A;&)=#&;,$!$%,!-&%(,7,7&!$8&F&7!6&!&
-A)&A;&7C!--*&!$8&C#8,:C*7,J#8&%ACH!$,#7&
)!-B&!KA:)&-AAB,$<&A:)7,8#&O:(AH#&)A&L=,$!&
;A(&$#6&AHHA():$,),#7D&K:)&$A$#&A;&)=#C&
=!8&)=#&7B,--7&)A&8#>#-AH&)=!)&C!(B#)?&1&-A)&
A;&)=A7#&%ACH!$,#7&8,#8&K#%!:7#&)=#9&=!8&
$A&,8#!&A;&=A6&)A&8A&K:7,$#77&,$&L=,$!?&
O:(AH#&!7&!&6=A-#&,7&7A()&A;&K-!$B&,$&)=,7&
(#7H#%)?&G=A7#&%ACH!$,#7&=!>#&H(A8:%)7&
)=!)&%A:-8&8A&6#--&,$&L=,$!&,;&)=#9&A$-9&
=!8&)=#&(#7A:(%#7?&G=#(#&7##C#8&)A&K#&!&
8#C!$8&,$&)=#&C!(B#)&)=!)&F&%A:-8&;,--?&

Was there something that you wish you 
had known before you arrived in China 
that you know now?
G=#(#&!(#&7#>#(!-&)=,$<7?&R$#&=!7&)A&8A&6,)=&
%A7)U&@A:7,$<&,7&)=#&-!(<#7)&#"H#$7#&K:)&
;AA8D&<A,$<&)A&(#7)!:(!$)7D&!$8&#>#(9)=,$<&
#-7#&,7&#!79&K#%!:7#&A;&)=#&-A6&%A7)?&G=!)&,7&
!$A)=#(&)=,$<&F&6,7=&F&=!8&B$A6$U&@A:7,$<&
,7&#!79&)A&;,$8D&!$8&<#)),$<&!(A:$8&A$&K,B#&
,$&0#,I,$<&,7&H(#))9&#!79?&F&KA:<=)&!$&#-#%)(,%&
K,B#&!$8&:7#8&)=!)&CA7)&A;&)=#&),C#?&F)&,7&
;,$#&!7&-A$<&!7&9A:&%!$&=!$8-#&)=#&)(!;;,%?

Can you tell us a little bit about your 
experience at CKGSB?
F&(#!--9&-,B#8&C9&H(A;#77A(7?&F&-,B#8&=A6&
)=#9&H:)&#CH=!7,7&A$&=A6&6=!)&6#&6#(#&
-#!($,$<&!HH-,#8&)A&)=#&(#!-,)9&,$&L=,$!D&
)=#&(#!-&6A(-8&!HH-,%!),A$?&S#&8,8&$A)&I:7)&
7):89&%!7#7&!KA:)&)=#&V?E?&K:)&6#&:7#8&
)=#&A(,<,$!-&%!7#7&A$&L=,$!&8#>#-AH#8&!)&
LM+E0?&S#&=!8&7):8#$)7&;(AC&8,;;#(#$)&
,$8:7)(,#7&!$8&8,;;#(#$)&%:-):(#7&!$8&)=#9&
K(A:<=)&)=!)&#"H#(,#$%#&,$)A&)=#&%-!77(AAC?&
WA&A$#&B$#6&#>#(9)=,$<D&7A&)=#(#&6!7&!&-A)&
A;&B$A6-#8<#&7=!(,$<?&S,)=&A:(&7C!--&%-!77D&

9A:&(#!--9&-#!($&6=A&,7&;(AC&6=#(#&!$8&
;(AC&6=!)&,$8:7)(9&H(#))9&;!7)T&7A&9A:&!-7A&
<#)&)A&B$A6&6=A&B$A67&6=!)&!$8&;(AC&
6=AC&)A&-#!($&!KA:)&!$&,$8:7)(9&H(#))9&
;!7)D&)AA?

/9&%-!77C!)#7&6#(#&AH#$*C,$8#8&!$8&
%:(,A:7&!KA:)&6=!)&6#&6#(#&-#!($,$<&,$&
%-!77&K:)&)=#9&6A:-8&!-7A&),#&,)&,$)A&)=#,(&
%!(##(7?&S#&;A(C#8&7C!--&<(A:H7&!$8&
%-:K7&;A%:7#8&A$&!$&,$8:7)(9&A(&%!(##(&)A&
7=!(#&B$A6-#8<#?&G=#&%-!77&6!7&9A:$<&!$8&
8,>#(7#D&6=,%=&6!7&<AA8&7,$%#&6#&=!8&)A&
%ACC:$,%!)#&!$8&8#H#$8&A$&A$#&!$A)=#(?&
G=#(#&6!7&!&;!C,-9&!)CA7H=#(#&!$8&C!$9&
A;&)=#&7):8#$)7&K#%!C#&>#(9&,$>A->#8&6,)=&
#")(!%:((,%:-!(&!%),>,),#7?&&&

After graduation, you found the job 
you wanted in Europe. What made a 
difference for you in your job search?
G=#&/01&;(AC&LM+E0&%#()!,$-9&C!8#&C#&
7)!$8&A:)&,$&!&HA7,),>#&6!9?&S=#$&F&!HH-,#8&
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,$&L=,$!&;(AC&LM+E0D&!$8&)=#9&6#(#&>#(9&
%:(,A:7&!KA:)&)=#&8,;;#(#$)&B$A6-#8<#&
!$8&7B,--7&)=!)&%AC#7&6,)=&!&LM+E0&/01?&&
G=#&/01&;(AC&LM+E0&H:)&C#&,$&!&CA(#&
#"%-:7,>#&IAK&!HH-,%!$)&HAA-&)=!)&=#-H#8&C#&
<#)&$A),%#8&!$8&=#-H#8&C#&<#)&,$&)=#&;(A$)&
8AA(?&R;&%A:(7#D&6=!)&9A:&8A&A$%#&9A:&!(#&
,$&)=#(#&,7&:H&)A&9A:?&

G=#&L!(##(&/!$!<#C#$)&L#$)#(&
=#-H#8&C#&H:)&)A<#)=#(&!&<(#!)&(#7:C#&
X&)=#9&=#-H#8&!88&%-!(,)9?&G=#&H(!%),%#&
,$)#(>,#67&6#(#&,CHA()!$)?&G=#9&=#-H#8&
C#&8,7%A>#(&6=!)&F&7=A:-8&;A%:7&A$&,$&)=#&
,$)#(>,#6D&6=!)&)A&)!-B&!KA:)D&!$8&=A6&
)A&H(#7#$)&C97#-;?&G=#9&!-7A&K(A:<=)&,$&
!&-A)&A;&%ACH!$,#7&)A&(#%(:,)&:7&;A(&KA)=&
,$)#($7=,H7&!$8&HA7)*<(!8:!),A$&IAK7?&
G=#(#&6#(#&C!$9&L=,$#7#&!$8&;A(#,<$&
%ACH!$,#7&%AC,$<&)A&LM+E0&6,)=&AH#$&
HA7,),A$7&6#&%A:-8&!HH-9&;A(?&

Can you tell us a bit about your new 
position?
F&6!$)#8&!&HA7,),A$&)=!)&6!7&;A%:7#8&=!-;&
A$&)#%=$A-A<9&!$8&=!-;&A$&K:7,$#77?&F&$A6&
=!>#&!&H(AI#%)&C!$!<#C#$)&(A-#D&!$8D&,$&
!88,),A$D&F&!C&)=#&L=,#;&A;&P,>#(7,;,%!),A$?&F&
!C&(#7HA$7,K-#&;A(&#"H-A(,$<&$#6&C!(B#)7&
;A(&)=#&%ACH!$9&!$8&-AAB,$<&A:)7,8#&
A:(&)(!8,),A$!-&,$8:7)(9&)A&,8#$),;9&$#6&
AHHA():$,),#7?&F&6A(B&6,)=&)=#&LOR&)A&
#"H!$8&)=#&C!(B#)&;A(&)=#&H(A8:%)7&6#&
C!B#&:),-,J,$<&A:(&%:((#$)&%!H!K,-,),#7?&F)&,7&
#"!%)-9&6=!)&F&6!$)#8U&$A)&A$-9&)#%=$A-A<9&
!$8&$A)&A$-9&K:7,$#77D&K:)&KA)=&7,8#7&!(#&
,$)#<(!)#8&,$&C9&$#6&(A-#?&& &
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IN FOCUS IN FOCUS

SUN Baohong
Associate Dean
Professor of Marketing
Ph.D., USC

Published in Information 
Systems Research; Marketing 
Science; and Journal of 
Marketing Research

JING Bing
Professor of Marketing
Ph.D., University of Rochester

Published in Quantitative Marketing 
and Economics; Marketing Science; 
Management Science; and 
Quantitative Marketing and 
Economics

GAN Jie  
Professor of Finance
Ph.D., MIT

Received the 2011 Barclays 
Global Investors - Michael 
Brennan Award from Review of 
Financial Studies

Brian VIARD 
Assistant Professor of 
Strategy and Economics
Ph.D., University of Chicago

Published in Regulation and the 
Performance of Communication And 
Information Networks and American 
Economic Journal: Microeconomics

Faculty Research and Achievements
CKGSB faculty members—through their combination of scholarly research, on-the-ground 
observation and access to leading domestic executives—provide unique insight on both the 
theory and the practice of doing business in China. Their diverse backgrounds and extensive 
overseas experience have positioned them ideally to interpret business in the global context.  In 
2011, CKGSB faculty members have published 31 articles in leading peer-reviewed academic 
journals on a variety of topics.

Henry CAO 
Professor of Finance
Ph.D.'s, UCLA and Yale 
University
Published in Journal of Economic 
Theory; and Review of Finance. 
Won the runner-up of the 2011 
Spängler IQAM Best Paper 
Prize.

LI Haitao 
Visiting Professor 
of Finance 
Ph.D., Yale 

Published in Journal 
of Econometrics; and 
Journal of Financial 
and Quantitative 
Analysis

CHEN Long
Professor of Finance
Ph.D., University of Toronto

Published in Journal of Financial Economics

LI Wei
Professor of 
Economics
Ph.D., University of 
Michigan 

Published by National 
Bureau of Economic 
Research, Inc.

Vicki Wei TANG 
Visiting Professor  of Accounting   
Ph.D., University of Michigan

Published in Journal of Accounting and Economic. 
Received the 2011 PricewaterhouseCoopers 
Inquiries Award and the 2011 McDonough School of 
Business Center for Financial Markets and Policy 
Award.

Tony CUI
Visiting Assistant Professor 
of Marketing 
Ph.D. Wharton

Published in Management Science

LI Xiaoyang
Assistant Professor of 
Economics and Finance
Ph.D., University of 
Michigan

Published in Journal of 
Corporate Finance

ZHU Rui (Juliet)
Visiting Professor of 
Marketing
Ph.D., University of 
Minnesota

Published in Journal of 
Consumer Research
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IN FOCUS IN FOCUS

Bridging Knowledge Gaps 
Between East and West

Now, more than ever, the UK and China have an 
opportunity to benefit from exchange. By Neil SelbyMalcolm Sweeting, Senior Partner of Clifford Chance 

shares his thoughts on Chinese companies heading West.
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:$!/46&
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2=.+,)..).&*$&2)&*/="?&.=##)..1="&*5)/)&
,))4.&*$&2)&!&%=#5&-/)!*)/&=,4)/.*!,4+,-&
*5/$=-5$=*&*5)&$/-!,+.!*+$,&$1&5$(&*$&
%!;)&*5)&%$.*&$1&*5)&$>>$/*=,+*+).&*5!*&
)J+.*&+,&-/$(*5&%!/;)*.&!,4@&+,&>!/*+#="!/@&
35+,!6&&A5)/)1$/)@&K&.))&3C<':&!.&2)+,-&
+4)!""?&>$.+*+$,)4&*$&)4=#!*)&.),+$/&
")!4)/.5+>&+,&H).*)/,I2!.)4&2=.+,)..&
$/-!,+.!*+$,.@&2$*5&$,&*5)&$>>$/*=,+*+).&
1$/&4$+,-&2=.+,)..&+,&35+,!&!,4&!".$&5$(&
*5)&($/"4&+.&F+)()4&*5/$=-5&!&35+,!&"),.6&&
E.&35+,!&#$,*+,=).&+*.&/!>+4&-/$(*5@&+*&+.&
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A NEW DEVELOPMENT FOR 
CKGSB IN THE UK 

CKGSB Europe is delighted to announce 
the signing of a Memorandum of 
Understanding with Lord Nat Wei of 
Shoreditch, on 27th October 2011, 
confirming its role as Secretariat to a newly 
established All Party Parliamentary Group 
(APPG) on East Asian Business.  

The All Party Parliamentary Group will 
create a knowledge platform for 
parliamentarians and leading business 
people to inform and support the continued 
development of good trade and investment 
relations between countries of East Asia 
and the United Kingdom. The group will 
present a series of seminars and events, 
with its inaugural event on the 29th 
February 2012 at the House of Commons, 
Westminster.   

Its two honorary presidents are Lord 
Mandelson of Foy and Lord Powell of 
Bayswater, its Chair is Lord Wei of 
Shoreditch with two Vice-Chairs Lord Risby 
of Haverhill and Kevan Jones MP, Treasurer  
Roger Godsiff MP and Secretary Mark 
Lancaster MP. 
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Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of 
the Year China Awards Gala

As the exclusive knowledge partner for the Ernst & Young 
Entrepreneur of The Year 2011 China Awards Gala, CKGSB 
hosted an afternoon roundtable discussion on November 
4, for 50 past and present Chinese entrepreneur award 
recipients. The discussion focused on development strategies 
for Chinese companies and was moderated by Liu Jing, 
Associate Dean and Professor of Accounting and Finance.

CKGSB global events provide platforms for scholars, industry leaders and government officials 
to share ideas and exchange opinions on China’s role in the global economy. To address areas 
where understanding could be improved between China and the West, CKGSB conferences 
generate insights on how companies can integrate China and emerging markets into their global 
strategy. Here are a few notable conferences from this past year.

CKGSB Professor of Finance Mei Jianping moderated 
a panel titled "Redesigning Financial Services" 
on November 7 and 8. A group of more than 50 
Chinese executives participated in CKGSB’s China 
CEO Program to discuss the theme of “Globalizing 
Chinese Firms" at the Global China Business Meeting 
in Valencia, Spain.

On October 21, Dean Xiang Bing and CKGSB professors, 
along with 90 EMBA students and alumni, gathered with 
distinguished guests, China Institute President Sara Judge 
McCalpin, daughter of former US President Richard Nixon, 
Julie Nixon Eisenhower and CEO of Kamsky Associates 
Inc. Virginia A. Kamsky, to discuss the globalization and 
rise of Chinese companies.

On October 31, Dean Xiang Bing was invited to 
participate in Japan's Meiji University 130th Anniversary 
celebrations, where he delivered a keynote speech, 
"Building a global business school based in Asia". He 
also shared some of CKGSB’s innovative ideas on how 
to integrate global management best practices.

China Institute Executive Summit 
Examines the Globalization of 
Chinese Companies

Meiji University 130th Anniversary 
Celebration

2011 Horasis Global China 
Business Meeting

Over 1,000 participants attended the annual CKGSB Summer 
Forum held in Kunming and jointly hosted by the Yunnan 
Provincial Government on July 15. Attendees shared knowledge 
of innovative models for new development in China and ASEAN 
member countries. 

A Look Back at 2011

CKGSB Annual Forum: China & 
the World in Transition

CKGSB Annual Summer Forum: 
Developing China & ASEAN Nations

At the 2011 CKGSB Annual Forum held on January 
15 in Sanya, Hainan, over 1,200 CKGSB alumni, 
students, faculty and leading figures in Chinese 
and global business discussed the theme of 
"China and the World in Transition: The Next Five 
Years of Globalization, Innovation, and Sustainable 
Development."

Lord Patten of Barnes, Chairman of 
the BBC Trust and Chancellor of Oxford 
University and Stephen Barter, Chairman 
of London and Shanghai Holdings Ltd, 
joined other distinguished guests and 
CKGSB leading faculty at the launch of 
CKGSB’s London office at Spencer House, 
London. CKGSB’s official presence in 
Europe reflects the school’s commitment 
towards contributing to a global business 
environment of mutual cooperation, 
respect and prosperity.

London Launch a Crucial 
Milestone in CKGSB’s 
Globalization
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Dean Xiang Bing presents, “China in the Global Economy” 
to EMBA students from Darden Graduate School of 
Business during the Global China Business Programs.

CKGSB welcomed business 
leaders from New Zealand Trade 
and Enterprise and Thunderbird 
School of Global Management’s 
Global Executive Leadership 
Program in December 2011.

Management (in association with the New 
Zealand Trade and Enterprise), Burgundy 
Asset Management and formed an new 
partnership with Malaysia’s Human 
Resource Development Fund (HRDF) and 
S&WCo. a Southeast Asian consultancy 
firm. The diversity and scope of these 
programs are evidence of the global thirst 
for China insights and knowledge.

From September 17 – 24, 2011, 
CKGSB hosted Darden Graduate School 
of Business EMBA students through the 
“Leading in an Emerging Economy” Global 
China Business Programs held in Beijing 

and Shanghai. CKGSB professors led 
discussions on China’s financial markets 
and business strategies in China, and 
China in the global economy. The 60 
Darden participants also visited Beijing 
Hyundai and Wal-Mart in Shanghai as well 
as cultural sites to understand the impact 
of China’s history on its contemporary 
business practices.

In April 2011, Burgundy Asset 
Management Executive Immersion 
Program and CKGSB’s Global China 
Business Programs co-organized the 
Understanding Investment Opportunities 
in China Program. The three-day intensive 
immersion program focused on China’s 
growth through a comparison and 
contrast with the West, evaluating Chinese 
companies from both Western and Chinese 
perspectives, the globalization of Chinese 
companies and business strategies of 
western companies entering China. These 
issues were examined in a practical 
environment beyond the classroom with 
visits to Lenovo and international leader in 

high-tech measurement systems, Agilent 
Technologies, Inc.

On November 21, 2011 CKGSB 
announced a new partnership with 
Malaysia’s Human Resource Development 
Fund (HRDF) and SRW&Co. a Southeast 
Asian management consultancy firm in 
which the school will provide training to 
ASEAN businesses. CKGSB will develop 
customized business courses to be 
delivered in China to high-level executives 
from Malaysia and ASEAN countries.

At the inaugural Global Executive 
Leadership Program coordinated by 
Thunderbird Global School of Management 
and New Zealand Trade and Enterprise, 
CKGSB China Global Business Program 
hosted 23 New Zealand business leaders 
from November 30 to December 5. In order 
to understand global executive strategies 
from a China perspective and to recognize 
the impact of the growth of Chinese 
companies, the executives discussed 
the emergence of China and India and 
strategies for overcoming cultural gaps.  

Program Focus: Global China 
Business Programs

CKGSB partners with top business 
schools such as Columbia and 
Cambridge Judge to offer open 

enrollment programs in North America 
and Europe on global business strategy. 
These courses offer critical insights for 
international business leaders seeking to 
refine their strategies to reflect China’s 
growing importance in global business.

CKGSB faculty members work with 
partner schools to co-design and teach 
courses that focus on how to navigate the 
Chinese landscape and how to compete 
and collaborate with Chinese firms going 
abroad. Participants learn how to leverage 
China’s growth opportunities and gain new 
perspectives on China’s fast-changing 
business environment. Courses often 
include opportunities to learn from and 
network with visiting Chinese business 
leaders.

In 2011, CKGSB hosted Global China 
Business Programs with participants 
from Darden Graduate School of 
Business, Thunderbird School of Global 

Burgundy Asset Management executives gained an in-depth understanding into the globalization of Chinese companies 
and the implications of this to the West through a customized Global China Business Programs.

CKGSB Assistant Dean Zhou Li (center); 
HRDF CEO Amirnuddin Mazlan (left); and 
SRW&Co. Chairman Daniel Wong (right) 
celebrate the launch of the ASEAN Global 
Leadership Program—China in Beijing.
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5 Ways Stores Can Influence Buyer Behavior
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Consumer behavior research shows that buyers are 
influenced by physical factors, from the layout of a store 
to its smell.

If China wants to foster domestic 
consumption, businesses need to 
understand why consumers buy 
what they buy. By Lucille Liu
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IN FOCUS

Alumni Watch

Throughout 2011, CKGSB alumni have shown tremendous 
commitment in their support of the Yangtze River Community 
Fund. Since its launch in 2010, over 1,000 CKGSB alumni have 
donated 8,000 community service hours to building libraries in 
remote villages throughout China.

In May 2011, CKGSB students and alumni participated in the 
Gobi Desert Challenge, where EMBA students trekked across 
the Gobi Desert. Completing the race in first place was a 
testament to the teamwork and dedication of CKGSB students.

While in Kunming, Yunnan province for the annual CKGSB 
Summer Forum held on July 15, EMBA students participated 
in an environmental cleanup. The EMBA program incorporates 
six days of community service as a core course requirement to 
foster social responsibility and civic pride among students.

In 2010, the CKGSB Alumni Photography Club traveled to north 
Japan, looking to capture the country's compelling natural 
beauty.

Our alumni are part of an influential and far-reaching network. Being part of the CKGSB alumni 
network is synonymous with being part of the generation of business leaders that is reshaping 
global business.
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Three Generations of Chinese Entrepreneurs
How the business leaders of the 80s and 90s differ from today’s. 
China’s business landscape is changing fast. So fast, in fact, that entrepreneurs face a new set of challenges 
and advantages every few years. Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business Dean Xiang Bing and Associate 
Dean and Professor of Strategic Management Teng Bingsheng identify three generations of entrepreneurs 
that have emerged—or, in the case of the Third Generation, are still emerging—since the beginning of China’s 
opening and reform in 1978. 
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First Generation
1980s-early 1990s

Second Generation
Late 1990s-2000s

Third Generation
2000s-present

Dominant sector Manufacturing
Major players Liu Chuanzhi 
(Lenovo), Zhang Ruimin (Haier), 
Ren Zhengfei (Huawei)

Dominant sector Services
Major players Jack Ma (Alibaba), 
Ma Huateng (Tencent), Robin Li 
(Baidu)

Dominant sector Remains to be 
seen
Major players Remains to be seen

Moving On Up 
Companies and officials in 
Guangdong Province are beginning 
to emphasize vocational training to 
upgrade their businesses and bring 
unskilled laborers into the blue-
collar workforce. By Jen Wang 
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In the Guangdong Province city of Foshan, vocational 
training subsidies range from 420 to 2,000 yuan per 
person, depending on his or her skill.
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According to a recent Chinese consumer study by the consulting firm McKinsey & 
Company, 20 percent of Internet users in China share information about products over 
social media, compared to 36 percent of American users.

In both China and the West, companies are using social media to build 
communities around their brands. By Lucille Liu
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